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Abstract—The advances of domain-specific modeling languages
(DSMLs) and their editors created with modern language work-
benches, have convinced domain experts of applying them as
important and powerful means in their daily endeavors. Despite
the fact that such editors are proficient in retaining syntactical
model correctness, they present major shortages in mastering the
preservation of consistency in models with elaborated language-
specific constraints which require language engineers to manually
implement sophisticated editing capabilities. Consequently, there
is a demand for automating procedures to support editor users in
both comprehending as well as resolving consistency violations.
In this paper, we present an approach to automate the generation
of advanced editing support for DSMLs offering automated
validation, content-assist, and quick fix capabilities beyond those
created by state-of-the-art language workbenches that help do-
main experts in retaining and achieving the consistency of models.
For validation, we show potential error causes for violated
constraints, instead of only the context in which constraints
are violated. The state-space explosion problem is mitigated by
our approach resolving constraint violations by increasing the
neighborhood scope in a three-stage process, seeking constraint
repair solutions presented as quick fixes to the editor user. We
illustrate and provide an initial evaluation of our approach based
on an Xtext-based DSML for modeling service clusters.

Index Terms—Domain Specific Modeling Languages, Model
Driven Engineering, Search-based Software Engineering, Ad-
vanced Editor Support

I. INTRODUCTION

Domain-specific modeling languages (DSMLs) [1] encode
the expertise of domain experts [2], e.g., hospital process
managers and mechatronics engineers, and are, hence, lan-
guages designed for a specific class of problems allowing
domain experts to describe their problem on a higher level
of abstraction than possible with general-purpose modeling
languages (GPMLs) [3]. DSMLs are known to leverage do-
main expertise and improve usability, comprehensibility, and
maintainability compared to alternatives. On the one hand
the benefits of DSMLs have been recognized, but on the
other hand the development of advanced DSML implemen-
tations still requires extensive manual effort and the combined
knowledge of domain and language engineers resulting in
slow industrial adoption. Therefore, to advance the state-
of-the-art in maintenance and evolution of languages and
systems created with them, our goal is to significantly reduce
the cost associated with the creation and thus the adoption
of advanced DSML implementations required by currently
available approaches [4].

Model Driven Language Engineering (MDLE) frameworks
(a.k.a. language workbenches) such as Xtext [5], ease the out-
of-the-box creation of powerful DSML implementations, in-
cluding associated editors [4]. Typically, an MDLE framework
allows creating a language either by developing a metamodel
representing the language’s abstract syntax, which is subse-
quently used to generate a DSML implementation including
language grammar, or by developing a language grammar,
which is automatically used to generate an associated meta-
model. Either way, generated DSML implementations require
extensive manual implementation for enabling advanced vali-
dation, content-assist, and quick fix capabilities. For example,
in case a metamodel containing formally specified consistency
constraints, such as restricting the speed attribute of a
Server element to be represented by an Integer greater than
0, is used to derive a DSML editor, it does not take into
account such restrictions for displaying an appropriate vali-
dation result. In more detail, it highlights the entire Server
element as erroneous and does not provide any quick fix to
solve the violated constraint. Further, to take formal constraint
specifications into account, the language developer has to
manually implement validation, content-assist, and quick fixes
using a general-purpose programming language, such as Java,
on top of the generated DSML editor.

On one side, advanced editing capabilities decrease the ef-
fort to create and modify instances of a language (i.e., models)
and therefore increase the productivity of language use. On the
other side, they significantly increase the development effort
for DSML editors.

Moreover, models created with DSMLs as well as the
DSMLs themselves evolve [6], [7]. Each time a metamodel
or its associated formal constraint specifications are adapted,
handwritten implementations for model validation, content-
assist, and quick fixes need to be accustomed as well.

In this work, we present an approach to automatically
generate advanced validation, content-assist, and quick fix
capabilities for DSMLs based on formal constraint specifica-
tions residing in language metamodels. Hence, the approach
exploits language metamodels equipped with formal constraint
specifications to achieve DSML implementations that include
the desired capabilities, thus reducing initial and running costs
for creating and maintaining editors which allow to efficiently
create and maintain models.

Formal constraint specifications may be added to the lan-
guage metamodels in terms of Object Constraint Language
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(OCL) [8] constraints and Ecore annotations added to meta-
model elements. In our approach, we extract OCL constraints
and Ecore annotations from metamodels and analyze them to
create advanced DSML editors. For doing so, we had to face
several challenges: (i) narrow the scope of infinite possible
ways to repair a given set of inconsistencies to a practically
applicable level, e.g., as done by Nentwich et al. in [9], and
(ii) measure the impact of an identified inconsistency repair
solution as it may introduce new inconsistencies and therefore
may be counterproductive [10].

We hypothesize that, by applying our approach, a DSML
implementation is created, which enables to (i) accelerate
the creation and editing of DSML models, (ii) build DSML
models with fewer errors, and hence (iii) improve the over-
all productivity and quality of DSML creation by language
engineers and DSML usage by editor users.

Our vision for the future is to completely automate the
evolution of existing languages, e.g., the evolution of markup
languages, such as XML Schema languages, to advanced
DSMLs providing instance-level backward compatibility [11].
Hence, in this paper, we focus on the particular aspect of
increasing the quality and usability of DSML editors by
extracting formal specifications from the metamodel that is
part of the DSML as well as its editor.

A realization and evaluation of our approach has been made
available in form of the IntellEdit framework1 as well as its
application on a DSML for modeling service clusters.

In the next sections we describe (i) the background by
providing an overview of appearing concepts, (ii) related
work, (iii) a motivating example, (iv) the generic approach as
well as our concrete implementation, (v) the evaluation of our
implementation of a language for modeling service clusters,
(vi) a detailed comparison of our approach with existing
language workbenches, and (vii) the conclusion including a
presentation of future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section describes key concepts behind our approach.
Gray et al. define domain-specific modeling as being tightly
coupled to a language that is by definition linked to the domain
over which it is valid [2]. Consequently a domain-specific
(modeling) language (DS(M)L) [12] is a language tailored to
a specific application.

DSMLs are based on MDE [13] technologies that formal-
ize application structure, behavior, and requirements within
particular domains using metamodels defining relationships
among concepts in a domain as well as key semantics and
constraints associated with such concepts [13]. Therefore, the
development of DSMLs, which is considered challenging,
requires developers with domain expertise as well as language
engineering expertise from which few of them have both [12].
Moreover, DSMLs are intended to be used by developers to
build applications expressing design intent declaratively rather

1A ready-to-use virtual machine image and Eclipse instance of the IntellEdit
framework as well as evaluation results can be retrieved online from
http://intelledit.big.tuwien.ac.at.

than imperatively and hence require significant customization
before they can be applied in practice [14].

To support the development of DSMLs, MDLE frameworks,
such as Xtext [5], emerged, enabling language designers to
ease language development by leveraging advances in editor
technology of mainstream IDEs. Such MDLE frameworks au-
tomate, for instance, the creation of language specific parsers,
serializers, and editors providing basic syntax highlighting,
content-assist, folding, jump-to-declaration, and reverse ref-
erence lookup across multiple files. However, their validation,
content-assist, and quick fix capabilities are limited, not only
due to the unavailable information but also due to the capacity
in which the available information is exploited. For example,
validators typically highlight an entire class as invalid instead
of the actual feature violating a constraint, which makes
identification and resolving of errors more difficult and time-
consuming.

On one hand and as found in our earlier work [15], the
generation of language grammar from metamodels through
MDE techniques and MDLE frameworks still suffers several
limitations, such as the ability to store values for data type in-
stances, and hence require extensive manual customization and
extension by language engineers. On the other hand, if a meta-
model is derived from a language grammar, that metamodel
is not supplied with formal constraints. In particular, we do
not know of any approach which allows translating constraints
defined in e.g. attribute grammars to metamodel constraints.
However, formal constraints have become key components in
MDE for expressing different kinds of (meta)model queries
and specification and manipulation requirements. Moreover,
in the technological space of Grammarware, it is not feasible
to construct and maintain complex formal constraints.

As a textual formal constraint language, the standardized
Object Constraint Language (OCL) [8] is widely used to
enhance modeling languages with unambiguous and precise
constraints. OCL constraints are captured as invariants using
a typed, declarative and side-effect free specification language
supporting first-order predicate logic offering navigation and
(meta)model querying facilities.

However, while OCL represents the most used textual
formal specification language in the area of MDE, several
shortcomings have been identified [16]. These include (i) poor
support for user feedback, (ii) no support for warnings, (iii)
no support for dependent constraints, (iv) limited flexibility in
context definition, and (v) no support for repairing invariants.

III. RELATED WORK

Egyed et al. and Reder et al. [17], [18], [19] present an ap-
proach to assist editor users in fixing inconsistencies in UML
models by generating a set of concrete changes as well as their
impact on consistency rules. In [18] and [19] they focus on
the cause of inconsistencies by analyzing the consistency rules
as well as their behavior during the validation, and present
validation as well as repair in form of linearly growing trees.
They evaluated the scalability of their approach by applying it
to UML models and OCL rules. They were able to compute
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validation and repair trees in the millisecond-range, which
indicates that the application of the tree data structure may
be highly appropriate for the problem at hand. Our approach
differs in the way it searches for complete repairs but is similar
with respect to basic repair rules such as the insertion of a
reference.

In [17] they found that the performance of applying the
brute force technique to generate repair solutions is too low
and hence decided to add manual specifications in form of
value generation functions and (back)pointer specifications.
Compared to our approach, they follow the same motivation
for automating the generation of repairs for constraints that
otherwise require significant manual effort. However, our
approach avoids the manual burden on the language engineer
in the manual specification of value generation functions and
(back)pointer references by adopting Search-based Software
Engineering (SBSE) [20] techniques instead. SBSE entails
the application of optimization techniques, originating from
metaheuristic computation and operations research. Moreover,
we hypothesize that the language engineer may not be able
to feasibly state all possible value generation functions and
(back)pointer specifications and hence unintentionally limits
the generation of potentially favorable quick fix solutions.
Furthermore, their approach does not support (i) the generation
of fixes of inconsistencies whose resolution does not require
the introduction of new model classes or attributes and (ii)
the generation of resolutions that involve changes in multiple
locations at a time.

Hegedüs et al. [21] present an approach to automate the
generation of quick fixes for DSMLs by taking a set of
constraints and model manipulation policies as input. Their
repair solutions are realized as a sequence of operations, which
are computed by employing state space exploration techniques,
targeted to decrease the number of inconsistencies. Compared
to our approach, they also look for local and global quick fix
solutions. However, they do not take content-assist as well as
the overall validity of the model into account. Moreover, they
employ graph patterns to capture inconsistency rules and graph
transformation rules for repair operations instead of textual
formal constraints and SBSE techniques.

Silva et al. [22] describe a method for the generation of
repair plans for an inconsistent model by configuring the ex-
plored search space to antagonize the underlying characteristic
of the problem, i.e., the infinite amount of possible repair
solutions, at hand. Compared to our approach, their approach
restricts the search space exploration by (i) limiting the
generation of repair solutions in general, (ii) the applicability
to every model at hand, and (iii) the requirement to manually
create inconsistency detection rules. Therefore the quality of
generated results will suffer and the burden on the language en-
gineer, in terms of language implementation and maintenance,
is increased due to the manual construction of inconsistency
detection rules. In our approach, we asynchronously look for
solutions during editor execution and thus can potentially
find solutions to resolve inconsistencies with a higher quality
compared to results found in a limited amount of time.
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Fig. 1. Metamodel and model of the motivating example.

Ali et al. [23] and Semerth et al. [24] generate models
which fulfill OCL constraints by optimization and reasoning,
respectively. However, when compared to our approach, they
only consider single-objective optimization, i.e., generated
test models need to fulfill all OCL constraints which only
considers the model state, and not how to get there. Therefore,
they neglect the power of multi-objectiveness [25], which is
required for establishing quick fix solutions for edit operations
based on multiple conflicting objectives, e.g., considering both
solution validity as well as solution length as optimization
objectives.

IV. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This section introduces our motivating example, represented
by a DSML for modeling service clusters, which is referred
to in the following sections. We do so by describing its
metamodel including formal constraints, which are employed
by our approach for creating advanced editor support.

Metamodel. The DSML metamodel (cf. Fig. 1 upper part)
is composed of the classes Cluster, Service, and Server. A
Service is defined in terms of designSpeed, i.e., an Integer
representing the speed for which a service is intended to be
used, type, which may either be BESTEFFORT, WEAKCON-
TRACT, FAILSAFE, or IMPORTANT, and has to be provided
by exactly one cluster. A Cluster has a designSpeed, i.e., an
Integer representing the speed for which a cluster is intended
to be used, as well as one or multiple containing servers.
Moreover, a cluster is associated with one or more services
and up to one backup cluster. Finally, each Server has a speed
that it provides.

Formal Constraints. Formal constraints are defined for
servers, clusters, and services (cf. Listing 1). For example, a
Service is constrained by the type of service that it provides.
In detail, it has to either have a BESTEFFORT service type
with no further restrictions or, in case of a WEAKCONTRACT
service type, its associated cluster has to be designed for
a speed that is equal or greater than the designed speed
of the service itself. A FAILSAVE service type means that
some backup cluster has to be provided. The IMPORTANT
service type further extends the restrictions associated with
the FAILSAFE service type by requiring the designed speed
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– Service
invariant speedFulfilled: type =

ServiceType::BESTEFFORT or (
designSpeed <= providedBy.designSpeed and
(if type = ServiceType::IMPORTANT then

designSpeed <= providedBy.backup.designSpeed
else type = ServiceType::WEAKCONTRACT or
providedBy.backup <> null endif));

Listing 1. Selected constraints for the motivating example.

of the associated backup cluster to be equal or greater than
the designed speed of the service itself.

Example Model. We consider the example as shown in
the lower part of Fig. 1. We have a single important service
with speed 4 which is provided by the Cluster WebCl. This
cluster has a low-speed backup which is not sufficient (cf.
speedFulfilled) since its design speed is lower than the speed
required by the main service. In the following, we will show
how this example will be handled by our extended validation,
content-assist and quick fix providers.

V. THE APPROACH

Our approach has been realized in the IntellEdit framework.
The functionality of our framework is applied both during the
generation of Advanced DSML Editors (cf. Fig. 2) as well as
during their execution (cf. Fig. 3).

In the following, we illustrate our framework in terms of
the generation and execution of advanced DSML editors and
detail on our generic approach for the validation of constraints,
the production of content-assist suggestions, as well as the
production of quick fix solutions.

A. Generation of Advanced DSML Editors with IntellEdit

IntellEdit is a Java framework build on top of the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [26], Xtext [5], Multiobjec-
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Fig. 3. IntellEdit Framework: Adv. DSML Editor Usage.

tive Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) framework [27], and
OCL [8]. It has been specifically created to realize our
intentions of leveraging the advantages of comprehensive
language definitions. Therefore, the language engineer first
applies the EMF facilities, to specify a DSML Metamodel
based on Ecore, i.e., a common standard for metamodeling.
Next, the language engineer augments the Metamodel with
Textual Formal Constraints (cf. Fig. 2) in terms of OCL
constraints that enable to specify, e.g., restrictions, such as,
equations having equal values on both sides. Thus, for a model
to be valid, all constraints defined in its associated metamodel
must be fulfilled.

Having completed the DSML Definition, i.e., representing
the language definition, our framework generates a conform-
ing Advanced DSML Editor, which provides a customized
Validation Provider, Content Assist Provider, and Quick Fix
Provider. To do so, we apply both EMF default facilities
as well as the IntellEdit Generator. Moreover, by separating
classes used for validation, content-assist, and quick fix solu-
tions from other editing classes, IntellEdit enables straightfor-
ward injection into automatically generated files.

During the execution of the generated Advanced DSML
Editor, which is used to construct and manipulate models
that represent instances of the DSML definition, the editor
issues run-time requests to our framework. Subsequently,
IntellEdit, which employs the MOEA framework during this
step, establishes advanced validation, content assist, and quick
fix results and replies them to the Advanced DSML Editor.

B. Generic Approach for Advanced Constraint Validation

Editors that are generated by state-of-the-art tools tend to
visualize single inconsistencies in terms of the context in
which the violation occurs instead of a more exact location,
e.g., the union of all minimal error causes. This is problematic,
as the language modeler is presented with imprecise infor-
mation on the correctness and incorrectness of the model.
Proper visualization of error causes can contribute to a better
modeling process that avoids subsequent errors [19].

Definition of Change Action Requirement Types. In our
approach, we consider change action requirement types that
are constructed and evaluated in evaluation trees. For the
purpose of acquiring potentially relevant error locations, we
perform a runtime-analysis of the expression evaluation, by
comparing expected result with actual result, and return
locations where deviations occur. To do so, we store the
expected result value as one or more of the following eleven
change action requirement types that provide a good basis
for finding some correcting changes with decent speed in the
first two layers of our search algorithm. These change action
requirement types can be seen as a specialization of the general
model constraints to basic constraints on individual model
element properties. First, different types of expected results,
generally corresponding to a simple set of conditions or single
values conditions, are represented by equal(v ) and different(v )
and denote that expressions should have the same value or a
different value than the given one. Secondly, true and false
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correspond to equal(true) and equal(false), respectively. Next,
the expected results increase(v ) and increaseexcl(v ) as well
as decrease(v ) and decreaseexcl(v ) for Integers denote that a
value should be at least or at most a specific value. Moreover,
contains(v ) and excludes(v ) denote that an expected set of
results should contain or should not contain the value v.
Likewise, the anticipated size of an expected set of results is
indicated by minsize(c) and maxsize(c). Finally, the definition
of change on the expected result indicates that the criteria of
a particular expression are not known.

Moreover, the deviation of many typical OCL constraint
evaluation can be encoded using these basic requirement types,
including setting properties, various collection operations,
simple inequalities, Boolean operators and single-parameter
functions with a computable inverse set.

1 name : fixgen
2 i n p u t : f ⊆ Car , (e, v) ∈ {(Expression,Result)}
3 o u t p u t :SURE m : (Expression,Result)→ Car / / result fixes
4 f ← f \ check(f, v)
5 m← (e, v) 7→ f e l s e ∀a, b : (a, b) 7→ {}
6 u← f / / unhandled fixes
7 f o r p ∈ availableGenerators(e.type())
8 (h,ms)← p.get(e, v, f)
9 u← u \ h

10 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ms(a, b))
11 i f u 6= ∅
12 f o r (es, vs) ∈ subresults(e, v)
13 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ ((es, vs),Change))
14 f o r (es, vs) ∈ subresults(e, v)
15 ms ← fixgen(m(es, vs), (es, vs)
16 m← (a, b) 7→ (m(a, b) ∪ms(a, b))

Listing 2. Change Action Requirement generation.

Evaluation of Change Action Requirement Types. The
basic generation of change action requirements Car as defined
above is described in Listing 2. In case the evaluation of
a change action requirement yields a positive result, i.e., the
requirement is fulfilled, changes of existing sub-evaluations are
not required and hence, propagation is skipped. On one hand,
expression types for which expected results are known may be
specified accordingly using a change action requirement gen-
erator. On the other hand, expression types for which expected
results are not known have their most general expected result,
i.e., change, propagated to all sub-expressions.

There are several change action requirement generators
which can be used in our approach. For operations with a finite
operation table and a certain target value, all possibly expected
results of a sub-expression are determined by looking at the
operation table, i.e., set of operation results for input values.

1 i n p u t f : (x1, ..., xn)→ y Function, c1, ..., cn current assignment,
2 vexpected value
3 o u t p u t r : P ((x1, ..., xn)) / / set−minimal changes
4 b = f−1(v)
5 bh ← {{(i, ki)|ki 6= xi}|(k1, ..., kn) ∈ b}
6 bh ← bh \ {A ∈ bh, ∃B ∈ bh : B ( A}
7 r = {(r1, ..., rn)|A ∈ bh, ri = i f ∃(i, z) ∈ A then z e l s e xi end}

Listing 3. Preparation of change action requirements generator operation for
finite functions.

In detail, assuming an operation f(x1, ..., xn) = v, with
current sub-expression evaluations y1, ..., yn for all sub-
expressions and expected value v, a suitable change {yk →

y′k, ...} fulfills f(y1, ..., y
′
k, ...yn) = v. The computation of

all suitable set-minimal changes, which is computationally
intensive, is performed once for every operation on application
startup and is depicted in Listing 3. Listing 4 shows an
algorithm which actually applies such a fix to an existing
evaluation. It handles all equal(x) requirements by trying to
find base values which make the function return the expected
value x and tries to recursively apply these change action
requirements.

TABLE I
REDUCED TABLE FOR MAKING THE OR EXPRESSION TRUE.

OR A:false A:true
B:false A → true, B → true -
B:true - -

Table I shows a simple example of such a table for making
OR true. Only in the case of both A and B being false,
propagation is triggered. In that case, both A and B may
become true.

Further, for the Boolean conditions v1=v2 and v1 6=v2 and
expected values true and false, the expected values can be
propagated to equal(v2) and equal(v1) for the first and second
sub-expression, i.e., v1=| 6=v2 :=true|false, respectively. For
the other combinations, different can be applied. Similarly,
increase and decrease are utilized for the inequalities <

and >, respectively. Likewise, for inclusion and exclusion in
set memberships of expected Boolean values, contains and
excludes may be used, respectively. Furthermore, expected
Integer values of set sizes are converted with minsize and
maxsize. Inclusions and exclusions of set selection operators,
i.e., select, {x ∈ S|cond(x)}, are mapped to (i) inclusions and
exclusions of the source set S and (ii) an expected value of
true for every object that should be contained in the set and
false for every object that should not be contained in the set.
Set collections, i.e., collect,

⋃
y∈S x ∈ f(y), propagate their

excluded elements both to f(y) and to remove y from S where
an unwanted value is calculated and their included elements
yield an inclusion in f(y) as well as any additions to S. The
monotone operations ∪ and ∩ allow to directly propagate
the expected results. Likewise, additions allow propagating
increase and decrease requests.

Following the propagation of the expected result, potentially
erroneous sub-expressions indicate where the expected result
does not match the actual result. As a result of the applied
grammar reflecting most model access operations, particularly

1 i n p u t : (e, v) ∈ {(Expression,Result)}, fCar
2 o u t p u t : (h,ms) ∈ {Car,Reqtable}
3 h← {fs|fs ∈ f, ∃x : fs = equal(t)}
4 ms ← (a, b) 7→ {}
5 f o r equal(t) ∈ h
6 sr ← {(ei, xi)|(ei, xi) ∈ subresults(e, v))
7 s← generateChangeReq(e, x1, ..., xn, t)
8 i f s = ∅ / / No fix , so don ’t handle !
9 h = h \ equal(t)

10 e l s e
11 f o r (ei, xi) ∈ sr / / Add requirement values
12 ms = (a, b) 7→ ms ∪ {equal(ti)|(t1, ..., tn) ∈ s}

Listing 4. Application of change action requirements generator operation for
finite functions.
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Fig. 4. Failed evaluation tree for the running example expression (cf. Listing 1).

object feature access operations and object instance selection
operations, an error marker as well as annotations are placed at
locations where sub-expressions are violated and therefore the
expected result is not valid. By fulfilling change requirements
for a sub-expression, this sub-expression could evaluate to
true and thus contribute to making the whole expression
true. It might be sufficient to fulfill a subset of all change
requirements.

Let us consider the evaluation tree of the failed constraint
of our running example as shown in Fig. 4. The syntactic
tree is shown in a monospace font. Below each subexpression
node, the current result is listed first, followed by the expected
result. The numbers in the top right indicate the equality
of actual result versus expected result. The constraint failed
because the type was IMPORTANT and not BESTEFFORT
and the design speed of the backup was not high enough.
To find out what can be done to repair the constraint, we
set the expected value to true and propagate it. The Boolean
expression or is true if at least one subexpression is true, so we
propagate the expected value true to both subexpressions. The
first subexpression is an equal which is true if the value of type
is equal to BESTEFFORT, so we set the expected value of type
to BESTEFFORT and the expected value of BESTEFFORT
to IMPORTANT. To make the and Boolean expression true,
both subexpressions should return true. The first subexpression
already returns true so there is nothing to propagate further and
the designSpeed feature also does not need to be highlighted.
However, the second subexpression does not yet return true.
An if may evaluate to true if the condition is fulfilled and the
then-subtree is true or the condition is not fulfilled and the
else-subtree is true, so we try both cases in the conditional
equals. This equals expression is currently true and can be
made false by setting either subexpression to a different value.
For space reasons, we only discuss making the then-part true.
It is true if the designSpeed is at most the design speed of
the backup, so the backup may be changed, the service’s
designSpeed may be decreased or the backup’s designSpeed
may be increased.

C. Generic Approach for Advanced Content-Assist

Our approach ranks discovered content-assist suggestions,
such that most favorable solutions are placed first. In princi-
ple, solutions violating the lowest number of constraints are
considered favorable. Constraints are recursively evaluated by
matching the closest match of a set of expected values with

actual values of sub-expressions. The closeness measure in
our approach is established by computing distance metrics
for types. In detail, metrics for Strings and numbers are
established by computing the Levenshtein distance and the
numeric equality e−|v1−v2|, respectively. Moreover, Boolean
operators are mapped to double operators where true and false
map to 0 and 1, respectively. Additionally, and and max are
mapped to min and max, respectively.

If we consider the example in Fig. 4, the only part of
the expression which is not completely true or false is the
rightmost inequality where the inequality is nearly fulfilled
(measure 0.8). This value is propagated to the top so the
constraint is considered mostly fulfilled.

D. Generic Approach for Advanced Quick Fix Solutions

Quick fix solutions are actions—placed at locations where
model values are changed—that can be executed to increase
model quality by decreasing the number of violated con-
straints. Zeller defines the cause of an effect as the minimal
difference between the world where the effect, i.e., a constraint
violation in our case, occurs and an alternate world where the
effect does not occur [28]. Hence, to find the actual cause
for a constraint violation we have to search for the closest
possible world in which the violation does not occur. Thus,
we established quick fix solutions by ranking them according
to the least change principle, i.e., favoring solutions causing
minimal differences for how some effect comes to existence.

Our approach takes use of different SBSE-techniques for
discovering quick fix solutions by applying a three-stage
search process, which involves local as well as global search,
with varying neighborhood search [29] for the exploration
of the search space. Moreover, all involved search runs are
both performed in the background and continuously deliver
solutions that are eventually displayed to the editor user. In
case a model change occurs, previously discovered quick fix
solutions are re-evaluated based on the current model. In
general, new values and value changes are randomly sampled
for each specific data type. Moreover, changes are sampled in
a way that small changes are more likely than large changes.
For example, the likelihood of changing n + 1 characters is
only 10% of the likelihood of changing n characters.

Local Search. Our generic approach performs local search
in two stages, i.e., by a small local search and a large local
search. In general, model changes based on a single violated
constraint are explored, which either resolve the violation,
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i.e., constraint becomes true, or guide the constraint resolution
closer to true, i.e., the involved model change has a high score
of resolving the violation. A simple hill climbing algorithm
with backtracking is used for the local search [30]. Of course,
locally resolving an error may yield to new violations in other
model areas. Therefore, as a countermeasure, our approach
sorts quick fix solutions in terms of (i) their score of resolving
the involved single violation and (ii) how many violations
exist, i.e., involving existing violation and new violation, in
the model after applying the solution.

The small local search explores model changes where the
expression analyzer may find concrete possible changes for
resolving a single expression. In detail, model changes include
the application of equal, contains, excludes, increase, and
decrease on objects features to reach the expected results.
The attempted value of model change operations increase and
decrease refers to the border of what is applicable.

The large local search considers changes for single violated
expressions as well. However, it considers model changes
involving manipulation of all feature values as well as all
object instances that occur as part of a constraint expression in
which the evaluated result does not match the expected result.

Global Search. Our generic algorithm for global search
applies genetic search techniques allowing arbitrary model
changes on the entire model for discovering a broad range
of quick fix solutions that may not yet have been discovered
by local search algorithms. Hence, as a short-cut, quick fix
solutions that result from the global search may directly be
applied by the editor user. Practical implementations may
consider multi-objective search algorithms, such as the NSGA-
II algorithm, i.e., also applied in IntellEdit, which allows
considering change amount as well as the number of fixed
and violated constraints. Hence, the editor user is presented
with the results of the current Pareto-front of such changes.

Our motivating example model (cf. upper-part of Fig. 1)
may be repaired by a variety of repair actions that directly
fulfill the expression and may thus be proposed to the editor
user. For example, reducing the quality of the Service to
BESTEFFORT and increasing the design speed of the backup.

E. Running Advanced DSML Editors with IntellEdit

During the creation and manipulation of DSML Models by
the editor user (cf. Fig. 3), several interactions between the
Advanced DSML Editor and IntellEdit occur to provide editor
assistance. Moreover, to make the most appropriate use of
resources consumed by our framework, any change made to
the model is immediately communicated to our framework.
The two major components of our framework are represented
by the IntellEdit OCL Interpreter and the IntellEdit Content-
Assist and Quick Fix Builder, which contains a Local Search
Engine as well as a Global Search Engine.

The general workflow entails the delivery of identified
error location details by our OCL interpreter to both our
internal content-assist and quick fix builder as well as the
external Validation Provider in the editor implementation. As
a result, the editor user is provided with the validation results

of the model being currently created or manipulated in the
editor. Next, the editor’s Content Assist Provider requests
and retrieves any available results from our content-assist and
quick fix builder. There, for our motivating example model,
a line stating “type = ” for our main Service will result in
our content-assist builder to prefer to insert “BESTEFFORT”
at the current cursor location. Finally, the editor’s Quick
Fix Provider is continuously being equipped with quick fix
solutions by our content-assist and quick fix builder. Hence,
as soon as solutions like changing the type to BESTEFFORT
or increasing the Backup cluster speed to 4 are found, they
are made available to the quick fix provider and can, therefore,
be applied by the editor user operating the editor.

F. Current Limitations

First, the propagation for operations with a finite operation
table and a certain target value has (only) been implemented
for the Boolean operations and, or, not, implies and xor.
Secondly, if the type of a collection source set S is finite,
additions that do not yield a matching f(y) are not (yet)
avoided in our prototypical implementation. Third, the content-
assist algorithm considers feature additions and updates from
at most 1000 domain feature values. Forth, relying on the
definition of cause and effect [28], applying IntellEdit quick
fix solutions can make the failure disappear but may not nec-
essarily represent a correction but at least a good workaround.
Fifth, for specific expressions such as and, the OCL evaluation
engine may only produce parts of the result, e.g., if the first
subexpression is false, the second subexpression will not be
evaluated which reduces the number of displayed validation
errors. This could be fixed by changing the evaluation engine.
Sixth, arbitrary function calls that combine the value of more
than one variable can not be handled other than propagating
change. Errors in an OCL constraint with such function calls
may thus only be fixed by the second and third layer of our
search algorithm.

VI. EVALUATION

The evaluation of our approach implemented by the In-
tellEdit framework has been conducted separately for our
enhanced validation, content-assist suggestions, and quick fix
solutions. We applied the DSML of our running example
for randomized generations of example instances that each
contains 20 objects as well as 100 associations and feature
values.

A. Validation

The validation results provided by IntellEdit have been
evaluated based on whether it improves the estimation of
locations where a model should be changed to resolve errors.
We introduced erroneous changes at arbitrary locations starting
from a valid model. We consider error feature locations to be
accurate if they show exactly those locations as erroneous.
In detail, we considered error locations to be correct if (i)
the feature is indicated as erroneous for every deleted feature
value, (ii) the container of the feature is indicated as erroneous
for deleted objects, and (iii) the whole object is indicated
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TABLE II
VALIDATION EVALUATION RES. (WEIGHTED/UNWEIGHTED).

Feature IntellEdit XText
Precision 44.8% / 55.1% 14.0% / 21.4%

Recall 37.5% / 77.1% 41.5% / 65.2%
F-Measure 0.408 / 0.643 0.209 / 0.322

TABLE III
CONSTRAINT VIOLATIONS IN THE GENERATED MODELS.

Use of IntellEdit Suggestions 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Avg. Cons. violations 8.8 6.5 3.8 2.4 0.0

as erroneous for created objects. Moreover, if a complete
object is indicated as erroneous, all its features are indicated
as erroneous as well. Finally, we determined precision and
recall of our approach and of Xtext by comparing the set of
erroneously indicated features and objects.

Table II shows the evaluation results of the IntellEdit
validation compared with the Xtext validation for indicating
erroneous locations in a model. In total, we performed 6442
evaluations on 50 generated models. The left-hand numbers
represent the average precision and recall per single changed
feature and the right-hand numbers represent the average
precision and recall per single change. Hence, the left-hand
numbers focus on large changes and the right-hand numbers
on small changes. Our results state that the validation precision
achieved by IntellEdit is nearly three times as high as that
achieved by Xtext. Thus, the IntellEdit validation displays
only erroneous features instead of indicating the whole object
as erroneous and hence provides more accurate evidence on
which parts of the model should be changed. In terms of recall,
IntellEdit produces a higher recall per expression, i.e., per-
forming better on expressions leading to small model changes,
and a lower recall per edited feature. However, the recall for
larger changes in our evaluation results is low in general.
Hence, the validation of IntellEdit doubles the F-measure when
compared with Xtext. To summarize, the validation results
produced by IntellEdit improve existing precision three-fold
while keeping recall measures of Xtext intact. Thus, IntellEdit
indicates locations in the model that are more likely to be
relevant for repairing violated constraints.

B. Content-Assist Suggestions

The purpose of content-assist suggestions provided by In-
tellEdit is to support editor users in constructing consistent
models. Hence, to evaluate content-assist suggestions, we
first randomly generate model containment hierarchies and
then assign features by using the result of our content-assist
suggestions that has the highest score in 0% (i.e. completely
randomly), 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the cases, i.e., simu-
lating the combination of random suggestions with IntellEdit-
provided suggestions. Finally, we compare the number of
violated constraints (cf. Table III).

Our results indicate that the IntellEdit content-assist
provider is effective in preserving constraints in models. On

one hand, highly scored IntellEdit content-assist suggestions,
i.e., suggestions that are listed on top, do not introduce
constraint violations in the model. On the other hand, valid
random assignments that do not consider eventual restrictions
introduced by formal constraints, i.e., similar to those sug-
gested by the Xtext default content-assist provider, are likely
to introduce constraint violations in the model.
C. Quick Fix Solutions

The purpose of evaluating quick fix solutions provided by
IntellEdit is to find out if they lead to a model with fewer
constraint violations. In detail, we randomly generate models
containing random values and apply up to ten IntellEdit quick
fix suggestions created as a result of our three-stage search
process. Moreover, to avoid the risk of simply deleting violated
parts that subsequently may yield empty models, we do not
select quick fix suggestions based on remaining constraint
violations but on newly fulfilled violated constraints.

Our results show that applying quick fix suggestions on
97 randomly generated models leads to a reduction of the
total number of violated constraints in 89 of the same models.
Moreover, the number of violated constraints could not be
improved in eight models. In detail, one model contained
the same number of violations and seven models introduced
further violations. To summarize, the quick fix solutions pro-
vided by IntellEdit were able to reduce the number of violated
constraints from 7.9 to 2.6 (about 67%).
D. Threats to Validity

In general, our evaluation is limited to our applied exper-
imental object, i.e, the DSML for modeling service clusters,
and hence may not be a representative of all kinds of lan-
guages. Moreover, the faults introduced in our faulty models
may deviate from faults introduced by human users. Similarly,
workflows of human users, which intend to resolve faults,
may deviate from those suggested by our content assist and
quick fix solutions. In fact, even for the running example,
the typical change aimed at, i.e. increasing the speed of
existing servers or adding new servers to meet the service
requirements, is not found in our framework because making
the contract weaker is considered as just a single change
fulfilling all constraints while the change aimed for would
need more model changes, resulting in high costs, without any
intermediate improvements. Further, the error feature location
in our evaluation assumes that a revert of the erroneous change
is correct. However, there may exist different changes that can
lead to good results. Hence, our evaluation does not clarify
whether increased precision will also be beneficial for the
editor user. Likewise, it is not known whether editor users
mainly prefer to create models that do or do not violate
constraints. For example, the content-assist provider of the
Xtext default DSML editor allows to introduce violations that
may or may not hinder the editor user in the creation of
models. However, we hypothesize that picking content-assist
suggestions that do not introduce violations, i.e., listed before
other IntellEdit-provided content-assist suggestions, are more
fruitful for the editor user. As a result, the current threats
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TABLE IV
STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS IN LANGUAGE WORKBENCHES.
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Xtext ◒ ◒ ● ● ● ◒ ● ◒

Jetbrains MPS ◒ ○ ● ● ● ● ● ○
Rascal ○ ○ ●
Melange ◒ ◒ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
Spoofax ◒ ○ ● ● ● ○ ○ ○
Epsilon ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ● ○
Whole Platform ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
DrRacket ● ○ ● ● ○ ○ ● ○
Eco ○ ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○
Ensō ○ ○ ◒ ◒ ○ ○ ○ ○
MontiCore ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
MetaEdit+ ● ○ ● ● ● ○ ● ○
SugarJ ◒ ○ ● ◒ ● ◒ ○ ○
Visual Studio ○ ○ ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○
Legend: ● = Full Support; ◒ = Partial Support; ○ = No Support 

○ ○ ○●N/A2

to validity will be tackled in the future by conducting an
industrial user study considering multiple real-world languages
to evaluate whether our evaluation results can be reflected
by an increase in usability of DSML editors as well as
efficiency in the process of model creation carried out by
human modelers.

VII. STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS IN LANGUAGE
WORKBENCHES

2For the purpose of evaluating the applicability of our
approach, which requires the specification of structural con-
straints as part of the language metamodel for creating au-
tomated support of advanced editing capabilities, we investi-
gated existing languages workbenches listed by the Language
Workbench Challenge 20163 that have been updated at least
once within the last three years as well as Microsoft Visual
Studio [31]. Hence, the intention of this comparison is to
explore capabilities of existing language workbenches in terms
of (i) formal constraint definition, (ii) manual specification
and automated generation of constraint validation, (iii) manual
specification and automated generation of content-assist, and
(iv) manual specification and automated generation of quick
fix solutions. Additionally, we intended to establish the com-
patibility of existing language workbenches with our approach
and IntellEdit in particular.

2Not enough information for an evaluation of manual scoping in Rascal
could be retrieved.

3Language workbenches listed by the Language Workbench Challenge 2016
can be found online at http://2016.splashcon.org/track/lwc2016.

In detail, we reviewed the following levels of language
editor feature support offered by languages, which may be
created by the language workbench under investigation. First,
we examined the feasibility of language workbenches in their
definition of languages that include formal constraints, such
as OCL constraints. Second, we explored the range of support
that is provided to language designers for manually specifying
invariant-enforcement mechanisms in languages, which are
generated by the investigated language workbench. Third, we
inspected language workbenches in terms of their support for
manually specifying content-assist amendment mechanisms,
i.e., their intended capability for formulating content-assist
suggestions, within applicable contexts. Fourth, we evaluated
a language workbench’s intended support for manual specifi-
cation of quick fix solutions. Fifth, in the case of language
workbenches that provide the capability of restricting lan-
guages by constructing formal constraints, we examined their
degree of automating the generation of invariant-enforcement
mechanisms as well as quick fix solutions available in resulting
language editors.

Our review took into account several associated language
workbench artifacts including (i) documentation, (ii) publi-
cations, (iii) direct communication with developers of the
language workbenches, and (iv) implementation. We also took
into account that a language workbench may not provide the
support for structural constraints but still offer approaches for
the implementation of customized validation, content-assist,
and quick fix solutions. Note that, the “Onion” language
workbench, listed in the Language Workbench Challenge,
has been omitted because publication, documentation, and
implementation is not publicly available. Hence, our inves-
tigation took into account Xtext [5], JetBrains MPS [32],
Rascal [33], Melange [34], Spoofax [35], Epsilon [36], Whole
Platform [37], DrRacket [38], Eco [39], Ensō [40], Monti-
Core [41], MetaEdit+ [42], SugarJ [43], and Microsoft Visual
Studio [31]. Note that the results of our investigation (cf.
Table IV), which includes direct communication with tool
developers, may be still prone to misinterpretations. Hence, a
more extensive comparison, e.g., involving the implementation
of comprehensive DSMLs in each workbench, may produce
deviating results.

We found that none of the workbenches offer both (i)
the capability of enhancing language definitions with formal
constraints, such as OCL, and (ii) the application of formal
constraints in the automated generation of advanced editor
support, i.e., validation, content-assist, and quick fix imple-
mentations. Moreover, we found that structural constraints
imposed to languages, which are produced by the investigated
language workbenches, is performed through either application
of (i) workbench-specific languages, (ii) workbench-specific
aspects, (iii) GPL code, or (iv) a combination of such.

Full support for structural constraints is provided in Epsilon,
DrRacket, and MetaEdit+. However, Epsilon does not repre-
sent an actual language workbench, which may be used to
generated a DSML, but a family of languages, including the
Epsilon Validation Language (EVL), based on OCL. Hence,
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EVL can be used to formulate constraints that may be used
in conjunction with other tools, e.g., Xtext, in the creation
of DSMLs. In detail, EVL may be used to augment and
evaluate OCL invariants in Ecore models. Therefore, our
approach can be applied in conjunction with EVL as well as
profit from advantages of EVL over OCL [16], e.g., support
for dependent constraints and enhanced flexibility in context
definition. DrRacket allows formal specification as well as au-
tomated validation of contracts, manual validation by creating
custom functions to display error locations, and specification
of manual quick fix solutions by defining functions that make
contracts valid. MetaEdit+ employs both a metamodeling
language for the specification of graphs, objects, properties,
ports, roles, and relationships as well as a scripting language
for the specification and automated validation of structural
constraints. Moreover, MetaEdit+ allows to manually specify
validation, content-assist, and quick fix implementations. How-
ever, MetaEdit+ represents a non-generative approach, i.e.,
language definition and language use is done in the same tool
instance, and hence only allows the non-generative part of our
approach to be applied.

Xtext, JetBrains MPS, Melange, Spoofax, and SugarJ pro-
vide partial support for structural constraints. Both Xtext and
Melange build on EMF by supporting language specifications
in Ecore metamodels, which may be augmented with OCL
constraints as done in our IntellEdit framework. Melange itself
does not generate DSMLs but may be used in conjunction
with other EMF-based tools, such as Xtext or Sirius [44],
for generating DSML implementations. Hence, the capabilities
of DSMLs specified with Melange are bound to EMF-based
tools that are applied for generating language implementations.
Additionally, Melange provides their own metalanguage for
specifying model types based on the definition of groups
of related types, i.e., a set of constraints over admissible
model graphs. Both Xtext and Melange apply the default
OCL interpreter provided by EMF, which offers automated
validation that is limited in terms of displaying useful error
messages. Moreover, Xtext also provides facilities for manu-
ally specifying content-assist and quick fix implementations
and automatically offers basic content-assist and quick fix
solutions for DSMLs.

The JetBrains MPS language workbench offers their own
languages for specifying structural constraints. First, MPS
offers automated validation and content-assist for constraints
specified in their dedicated constraint language as well as man-
ual specifications of validation, content-assist, and quick fix
solutions by resorting back to GPL implementations. Second,
structural constraints in MPS are limited to the expressive-
ness of their dedicated constraint language, which does not
represent the full support by OCL. The Spoofax language
workbench also employs their own constraint specification
language which seems to only cover a subset of OCL. For
example, Spoofax does not allow the specification of iterators
in structural constraints. Hence, MPS and Spoofax may only
partially profit from the advantages provided by our approach.

Restrictions in SugarJ may be defined using regular ex-

pressions that enable, together with imports of predefined
syntactic extensions, validation, and content-assist capabili-
ties. However, as a result of missing support for quick fix
implementations as well as limited expressiveness of regular
expressions, our approach may not be applicable in SugarJ.

Visual Studio offers no support for formal constraints. Val-
idators and rules which change model elements depending on
other model elements can be manually implemented to define
validation, scoping, and some limited repairs. This approach
could be applicable if OCL support would be added to Visual
Studio, but this is unlikely since EMF/OCL is implemented in
Java which is not the language of choice for Microsoft.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach for leveraging language analysis
for the automated generation of advanced editors in modern
language workbenches. Hence, by applying our approach,
language designers can construct formal constraints as part
of their language definition to overcome the high effort of im-
plementing advanced editing features by hand. Consequently,
editor users are empowered with the benefits of such features,
which include enhanced validation, content-assist suggestions,
and quick fix solutions that are beyond those created by
state-of-the-art language workbenches. The evaluation of our
approach yields (i) a two-fold improvement in validation
over existing solutions, (ii) content-assist suggestions that do
not introduce new constraint violations, and (iii) quick fix
solutions that reduce the number of violated constraints by
about 67%.

Concerning ongoing and future work, we are currently in
the process of extending the evaluation of our approach by
conducting experiments involving substantially larger DSMLs
as well as DSMLs that are used in an industrial context. The
results produced by such an evaluation will provide further
insights on performance, scalability, and practical feasibility of
our approach. Moreover, we intend to precisely determine any
advances that the application of our approach may introduce.
In detail, an extensive comparison of IntellEdit with other
solutions will be conducted by implementing a comparable
DSML in each of them and evaluate their capability in terms
of provided validation, content assist, and quick fix solutions.
Further, we want to measure the effect of applying different
primitive type conversions, e.g., multiplication instead of min
for the and operator, on the quality of produced content assist
and quick fix results. Finally, in case additional evaluation
results provide further evidence in favor of applying our
approach, we plan to perform an empirical study, which will be
conducted within an industrial context, measuring the effects
on efficiency and productivity of language designers as well
as editor users applying our approach.
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